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Introduction & Hypotheses
For a better mobile remote user interface
Existing remote user interface protocols like VNC [1], RDP [2] and X‑Server [3] are not suitable for remotely
controlling mobile devices or remotely controlling arbitrary components with mobile devices. The reasons are
• different concepts of operation between desktop and mobile user interfaces
• missing applicability of performance-enhancing technologies
• a relative high energy consumption
• non-optimised bandwidth requirements.
The performance of a user interface protocol for mobile scenarios can be increased significantly in compari‑
son to the protocols mentioned above. This can be achieved by applying technologies like graphic primitives
for UI description (e.g. [4]), hierarchical prioritised transfer of UI widgets, caching and prefetching (e.g. [5]).

Scenarios
Where and why to use a mobile remote UI
• In-car remote control of personal mobile devices:
A car driver controls his personal mobile device that is located in his pocket via the board computer’s
display of his car.
• Remote control for devices in a local area network:
Fixed, powered but display-less devices within a local area network, e.g. media servers or smart home
devices, use the protocol to serve their remote user interfaces.
• Remote-control via internet:
A remote UI server that is reachable via internet shall be controllable with the new protocol.
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Hierarchical protocol with prioritisation
Based on the hypothesis, that the most important UI elements can be expressed by layout and widget de‑
scriptions, this type of information shall be prioritised. In low bandwidth environments this shall result in a
faster rendering user interface. One challenge of this research project will be to define the right priorities for
the different UI elements with the help of usability tests.
Mobile Remote UI Protocol
Eventing
Base Layer
Priority

Layout / Labels / Text
2D Graphic Primitives
Texture / Pixel Graphics

Optional Layers

Animation Descriptions

Audio
Special Purpose Layers

Video
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Caching & Prefetching
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